OUR STORY

The Concert Truck began with a bold and rebellious vision: to take quality, live classical performances out of concert halls and into unexpected public spaces in a new way. We are two pianists who, impassioned by our love for classical music and belief in its power to capture the deepest human emotions, converted a 16-foot box truck into a fully functioning mobile concert hall, complete with lights, sound system, and grand piano. Since then we’ve performed across the country in schools, parking lots, homeless shelters, town centers… anywhere you can think to park a truck. Our dream is to share classical music with people from all walks of life and bring them together through a shared experience of great art.

OUR SHOWS

Performances are given by artists of the highest caliber, showcasing the brilliance, virtuosity, and expressivity of the classical repertoire. They can vary in length and programming, depending on the occasion. We are self-contained and can set up within minutes.

- **Educational** - Performances expose students to exciting repertoire.
- **Community** - Performances bring music into neighborhoods, to people on their own turf. These can be planned events or done guerilla-style.
- **Commercial** - For-hire performances for public and private events.